Printed pressure housings for underwater applications
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ABSTRACT

In order to investigate the capability of additive manufacturing technologies to build pressure housings, hemispheres made of titanium and ceramic with a nominal outer diameter of 70 mm were built on 3D printer systems, evaluated, and tested in a pressure tank. Titanium hemispheres expected to withstand an external pressure of 10 MPa started buckling at 6 MPa. A stiffened titanium hemisphere which was expected to withstand 24 MPa collapsed at 30 MPa. A ceramic hemisphere could not be tested to collapse since the measurement technique was not rated to withstand an external pressure above 30 MPa.

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Underwater vehicles used in deep-sea applications generally need pressure housings which have to withstand pressure loads up to 110 MPa in the water column. From an ocean engineer’s point of view, it is a challenge to identify suitable materials as well as proper designs for pressure housings. The number of applicable and bearable solutions for extreme water depths is rather scarce worldwide. Additive manufacturing (AM) may lead to new solutions of these challenges.

In an AM process the desired object is built up by adding material layer by layer according to a three-dimensional CAD model. Developments over the past 20 years to improve additive manufacturing techniques have led to a shift in application from rapid prototyping to rapid manufacturing. Nowadays the application of AM products range from components fabricated for design verification, form and fit checking to end-use products capable to withstand highest loads. Materials presently used for AM are limited to a variety of metals, ceramics, polymers and resins. However, new materials are continuously developed. AM allows designs of complex-shaped parts which cannot be produced by common production processes like milling or turning (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the fabrication of complex single parts or small batches can be performed cost-effectively with AM (Guo and Leu, 2013).

In the overall design of an underwater vehicle many possibilities arise where additive manufacturing could be used to advantage: for example propellers or Kort nozzels (DEpagnier, 2007; Garvin et al., 2013).

One of the major challenges for the designer of deep-sea underwater vehicles is to provide sufficient buoyancy of the vehicle in any water depth to compensate its weight. Sufficient buoyancy is a necessary prerequisite for a successful return of the vehicle to the water surface. In many cases, the designer is striving to achieve a so-called neutrally buoyant construction, i.e., the ratio of the weight of the vehicle to the weight of its displacement equals one. This ratio is often referred to as “the weight to displacement ratio”.

For each component of the vehicle and payload with a weight to displacement ratio greater than one, buoyancy elements have to be added by means of, e.g., buoyant syntactic foam or floatation spheres (Stevenson et al., 2003) to obtain a vehicle which is neutrally buoyant at total. With increasing water depth the weight to displacement ratio generally increases, since the wall thickness of the pressure housings and of the glass microspheres composing the syntactic foam (Weston et al., 2005) have to be increased in order to withstand the rising hydrostatic load. Hence, as (Donald, 2013) noted, with heavier housings, greater floatation (with a larger weight to displacement ratio) is needed. The vehicle becomes bigger which (1) results in higher power requirements and which (2) might increase the vehicle size even further when batteries are used as energy source. Again, more floatation is needed and so on. The vehicle size increases non-linearly with the water depth and, as a final consequence, a larger ship for deployment is needed. Therefore, the primary design criterion is to develop the vehicle as light as possible and the pressure housings at the lowest possible weight to displacement ratio.

As mentioned above, additive manufacturing methods allow complex-shaped parts and enhance the freedom of the designer to
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design possibilities. According to (Leu et al., 2012), even metal gradually changing composition over volume and hence changing process (Guo and Leu, 2013), this means to build a material with space frame truss.

The ability to realise functional graded materials in an AM process (Guo and Leu, 2013), this means to build a material with gradually changing composition over volume and hence changing mechanical properties over volume, will further enhance the design possibilities. According to (Leu et al., 2012), even metal–ceramic combinations are in the scope of research to allow low-stress joints of graded ceramic parts and metal structures. These are just a few ideas beside many which may improve the weight to displacement ratio of pressure housings but they may show the newly attained freedom in designing. However, additive manufacturing processes are still developing and have to be improved. The dimensional accuracy, the surface quality and the material properties of the built parts may be critical parameters (Klocke et al., 2014; Lieneke et al., 2015) gave dimensional tolerances for several additive manufacturing processes and grouped additive manufacturing in the same tolerance classes as casting, drop forging and cutting. These machining processes will hardly achieve tolerances given for pressure housings in, for example, the rules for classification and construction of the Germanischer Lloyd Aktiengesellschaft (Ship Technology, 2009) to build unmanned underwater vehicles. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to report on the investigations of realizing printed pressure housings in titanium and ceramic, and to outline their challenges.

2. Material and methods

To investigate the capability of AM technologies, hemispheres made of titanium and ceramic were designed with a nominal outer diameter of 70 mm and calculated to withstand a nominal critical pressure of 10 MPa. The designs of the hemispheres had to be adapted to the limitations given by the AM processes and to allow a sealing to a camera pressure housing. After fabrication, the hemispheres were scanned to evaluate their dimensional accuracy and micrograph sections were taken from the titanium spheres to evaluate the material before they were then tested to collapse under external hydrostatic pressure.

2.1. Description of models

Fabrication of hemispheres of titanium: The titanium hemispheres were built with an electron beam melting (EBM) system A1 from the company Arcam AB, Sweden. In general, the EBM process has been established as a reproducible high quality manufacturing technology as shown in numerous publications (Heinl et al., 2007; Cansizoglu et al., 2008; Kahnert et al., 2007; Facchin et al., 2009; Koike et al., 2011). To build a part, a spherical titanium powder is spread out on a build plate and is selectively melted layer-wise by an electron beam into an almost fully dense material with a material porosity of 0.6% and a layer thickness of 70 μm. After the melting of a layer, the build plate is lowered by a step equal to one layer thickness, and another powder layer is spread out and then melted, and the process is repeated in order to obtain the three-dimensional part. A detailed description of the process is given in Kahnert et al. (2007).

The spherical titanium powder used is the Ti6Al4V alloy with a particle size distribution of 45–105 μm. For the design of the titanium hemispheres it is expected that the mechanical properties of the electron beam melted Ti6Al4V are comparable to the wrought material and thus, a Young’s modulus of 110 GPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 and a yield strength of 828 MPa have been used for the design.

The wall thickness of the spheres is determined by the modified Zoelly–Van der Neut formula (Eq. 1) given in Sharp (1981)

\[ p_e = 0.84 \cdot E \left( \frac{t}{r_{out}} \right)^2, \]  

(1)

where \( p_e \) denotes the elastic buckling pressure, \( E \) the Young’s modulus, \( t \) the wall thickness and \( r_{out} \) the outer radius of the sphere. This equation is valid for materials with a Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.3. For the design purpose, it is expected that a failure will be due to elastic buckling, since a check of the wall thickness with the thin wall stress equation (Eq. 2) yielded to a thinner wall thickness to withstand the hydrostatic load of 10 MPa. In Eq. (2) \( \sigma \) denotes the radius to the shell mid-surface and \( \sigma \) the yield strength of the material.

\[ p_l = 2 \cdot \sigma \cdot \frac{r}{r} \]  

(2)

However, the building process did not allow such a thin wall thickness and therefore the design wall thickness was set to 0.8 mm. In this case, an inelastic failure is expected, since the yield strength of the material is exceeded at 38 MPa, approximately 10 MPa less than the elastic buckling pressure. Close to the equator the wall thickness was increased to 3 mm to allow sealing to the camera housing with an O-Ring. The joint surface was ground. Furthermore, a stiffened variation was designed with a cylindrical section and a flange to clamp the hemispheres more easily to the camera housing. The technical sketches of the geometries are given in Fig. 2.

The second batch was designed with stiffeners 0.8 mm in width and 2.1 mm in height inside the hemisphere. A linear FEM analysis was done with ANSYS Mechanical 14 to estimate the collapse pressure of the stiffened hemisphere. The von Mises stress was used to define if the yield strength of the material was reached. As given in Fig. 3, the yield strength of the material (828 MPa) is exceeded at the run-out of the transition zone from flange to sphere at 23.9 MPa external pressure. Four hemispheres have been built from Batch 1 and two from Batch 2.

Fabrication of hemispheres of SiSiC ceramic: The ceramic hemispheres were built on a VX500 from the company voxeljet AG, Germany. The system was modified according to Polzin et al. (2015). The ceramic used is an experimental material still to be
improved by changing the composition of the constituent parts leading to a heat resistant material of high compressive strength. From the SiC ceramic powder a porous green part is produced layer by layer, with a layer thickness of approximately 100 μm. The green part is then infiltrated with Si in a thermal process, resulting in a fully dense part. The production process of the ceramic hemispheres is not yet fully mastered and the smallest wall thickness possible to produce was approximately 4 mm. The Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and compressive strength used for the design of the SiSiC ceramic hemisphere are 14.8 GPa, 0.25, and 1345 MPa, respectively.

Since ceramics are brittle in nature, the deformation under load is elastic until failure Takagawa (2010). Therefore, the collapse pressure is determined by the Zoelly–Van der Neut formula, Eq. (3),

$$p_c = \frac{2 \cdot E}{\sqrt{3} \cdot (1 - \nu^2)} \cdot \left( \frac{t}{r} \right)^2$$  

where $\nu$ is the Poisson’s ratio. The expected buckling pressure of the ceramic hemispheres is approximately 231 MPa. The yield strength is exceeded at 274 MPa. Surface processing to allow sealing with a camera housing was not practicable. Hence, the ceramic hemisphere was bonded to a joint ring made from alumina with epoxy adhesive.

Critical parameters: As mentioned in Introduction, the material properties, the dimensional accuracy and the surface quality of additive manufactured parts may be critical parameters. To quantify allowable deviations from the nominal geometry, the rules for classification and construction of the Germanischer Lloyd Ship Technology (2009) “Unmanned Submersibles (ROV, AUV) and Underwater Working Machines” are applied. Referring to these rules a deviation of the outer radius of ± 1% is acceptable. The out-of-roundness should not exceed ± 1% of the outer radius and the wall thickness should not fall below the nominal wall thickness. No information of an allowable surface roughness is given in this manual. The hemispheres tested by Krenzke and Kiernan (1965) to investigate the effect of initial imperfections were turned, which will give typically an averaged surface roughness $R_a$ in the range of 0.4–6.3 μm. The material properties which are used for the design of the hemispheres are expected to be the lower limiting values. A deviation below these values is not acceptable.

According to the investigations concerning the dimensional accuracy published by Cooke and Soons (2010) and Lienke et al. (2015), it is not clear if the requirements imposed by the classification rules can be met. Test parts produced for Cooke and Soons (2010) in an EBM process with dimensions in the order of the dimensions of the hemispheres showed deviations of the outer radius up to 0.6 mm, which is 50% more than the acceptable from the classification rules. The out-of-roundness with up to 0.35 mm is acceptable. Since the test parts were solid, no information about a wall thickness is given. The tolerance classes given by Lienke et al. (2015) are rather broad. For the given hemispheres a range of tolerance of 0.2–1.9 mm has to be expected. The averaged surface roughness $R_a$ of EBM manufactured parts ranges from approx. 20–30 μm (Safdar et al., 2012) which is comparable to the averaged surface roughness of hot rolled or sand casted parts and may
not be appropriate for pressure housings. The electron beam melted Ti6Al4V typically has comparable mechanical properties to the wrought material, as Gong et al. (2012) summarized in their review article. However, Klocke et al. (2014) noted that the statistical confirmation of the material properties is still in the scope of current research.

The ceramic SISIC material and its manufacturing process are also in the scope of current research. Hence, information about the critical parameters are not available in advance.

2.2. Test procedure

Before testing, the titanium hemispheres were scanned with a high-precision optical 3D scanning system. The system used was a GOM ATOS III (accuracy 0.005 mm, measuring point distance 0.07 mm). Furthermore, micrograph sections were taken from the titanium spheres to evaluate the material, the wall thickness and the surface quality in general. The surface roughness was not determined. Scans of the ceramic hemisphere were not carried out, since deviations to the expected geometry were visible to the naked eye.

Each hemisphere was tested in a 60 MPa rated pressure tank with an inner diameter of 1020 mm and 1500 mm depth. The pressure was read with a type 30 WIKA pressure sensor (accuracy 0.03 MPa). To observe the mode of failure, the hemisphere was coupled to a camera housing rated and tested up to 30 MPa (safety factor of 1.5). The set up is given in Fig. 4. A low-cost camera filmed the inside of the hemisphere until its collapse. For the next test, the camera and lighting were replaced. An analogous video signal was transmitted by wire to a PC, where the experiment was monitored in real-time and the received data were stored. The collapse was acoustically determined as well as indicated by a pressure drop in the pressure reading.

3. Results and discussion

In Figs. 5–7 the different hemispheres are depicted. In order to build a reliable pressure housing in an AM process, it has to be ensured that the material properties throughout the part are homogeneous and that the dimensional accuracy of the part and the surface quality meet the requirements intended.

3.1. Evaluation

The polished micrograph in Fig. 8 shows a cutout close to the pole of a titanium hemisphere manufactured from Ti6Al4V powder in the EBM process. The EBM process leads to a microstructure better than cast Ti6Al4V, containing a lamellar α-phase with larger β-grains and with a higher density and significantly finer grain thanks to the rapid cooling of the melt pool (Facchini et al., 2009).

In Fig. 9 a microscope image is depicted of a cutout of a cross-section of the titanium hemispheres of Batch 1. The inside and outside surfaces are indicated by the white lines. Inspecting Fig. 9, three major problems become apparent:

1. The surface quality is poor: Failure under load will be promoted by notch effects. The surface quality results from powder particles sintering to the surfaces during the melting of the layers. Experiments from Karlsson et al. (2013) showed that the use of a material powder of smaller size will not improve the surface
quality at first but improvements may be possible by adjusting the melting process to the finer powder.

2. The wall thickness varies: Measurements at the cross-sections from a Batch 1 sphere registered wall thicknesses as thin as 0.38 mm, which is 48% of the nominal wall thickness. Cross-sections from a Batch 2 sphere showed deviations up to 15% from the nominal wall thickness. Smith et al. (2016) investigated reasons for undersized truss members and concluded that a too high energy input for melting adjacent layers which have little overlap to each other caused the inaccuracy. They could improve the dimensional accuracy (from $-25\%$ to $+6\%$ deviation with regard to a cross-section area of a truss member) by adjusting the energy input for melting.

3. Voids occur in the wall: Voids in the material are supposed to originate from gas entrapments arising due to a too high energy input at melting (Gong et al., 2015) or from a lack of fusion due to a too low energy input (Smith et al., 2016). Thus, in order to minimize the voids, the energy input has to be adjusted. In addition, a hot isostatic pressuring (HIP) process may be carried out Al-Bermani et al. (2010) which will reduce the voids.

To get an overall impression of the dimensional accuracy, the 3D scans were evaluated. Presented in Figs. 10 and 11 is the deviation of the outer radius from the nominal radius. In Fig. 10, a titanium hemisphere of Batch 1 is given. Next to the pole a burr is visible which was removed before pressure testing. Around the pole an area is shown where the sphere is dented, a major imperfection which will weaken the hemisphere. Batch 1 was built up starting from the pole and it is assumed that due to the small contact area the melted material did not cool fast enough to support the ongoing building process of the sphere. Similar dents with similar dimensions could be observed on the other spheres of Batch 1. Two of the four hemispheres could not be used since the distortion broke open during the building process. Batch 2 (Fig. 11) was built up starting with the flange and with a support structure inside, which was removed after the building process. Due to this change the dimensional accuracy could be improved with the deviation of the radius ranging approximately from $-0.2$ mm to $0.2$ mm, which corresponds to the given technical specification of the EBM system used.

However, both batches do not fulfill the specification given in the rules for classification and construction of the Germanischer Lloyd Ship Technology (2009). Batch 1 fails in all three categories. The deviation of the outer radius is up to 1.4%, the deviation of the out-of-roundness is up to 2.4% and the deviation of the wall thickness is 52%.

Batch 2 fails in the category wall thickness. The deviation of the outer radius is up to 0.4%, the deviation of the out-of-roundness is up to 0.8% and the deviation of the wall thickness is 15%. When inspecting Fig. 5 it can be noticed that the surface of the ceramic hemisphere shows various humps which developed during the infiltration process. Investigation of these humps showed accumulations of Si below a layer of SiSiC ceramic: an indication that
the amount of Si used for the infiltration was too large. To what extent these accumulations would influence the structural strength of the hemisphere could not be identified. The ceramic hemisphere is neither dimensionally accurate nor are its material properties consistent.

At this point it becomes apparent that major requirements imposed on the production method of a pressure housing cannot yet be achieved in an AM process. The surface quality is poor and requires further treatment to allow long-term operations. The material properties are homogeneous throughout the titanium parts, however, voids weaken the part. The material properties of the ceramic parts varied due to the accumulations of Si. Wall thickness and dimensional accuracy varied strongly for the titanium hemispheres of Batch 1 and the ceramic hemispheres. However, the dimensional accuracy of the titanium hemispheres of Batch 2 could be improved. As a consequence, a reliable prediction of the collapse pressure will hardly be possible, since the quality of the built hemispheres varies from specimen to specimen at this stage of development.

The improvements of Batch 2 have been achieved by changing the build direction and by using support structures. In the future, the energy input for melting the titanium powder has to be optimised to achieve a dimensional accurate part with a minimum of voids built in an EBM process (Gong et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2016). As long as this process parameter is not improved there is the need to further process the printed parts to ensure the dimensional accuracy and the surface quality expected for pressure housings. Near net shape parts could be produced and then machined to a given specification. However, this requires geometries which are producible with common manufacturing processes like milling or turning. The enhanced design freedom is lost. Nevertheless, it is to be checked if this is an effective production method for pressure housings, since the scrap material incurred can be reduced in comparison to common material removal methods. According to Klocke et al. (2014) it is a method applied for turbine blades.

Since the building process of the ceramic hemisphere is not yet fully mastered, future work will have to optimise the infiltration process in order to improve the material properties and to avoid the humps caused by the accumulations of Si. However, the experience and the knowledge gained from the infiltration process of the produced part will already allow modifications to achieve a housing with a thinner wall thickness and with improved material properties.

3.2. Experiment

A total of three specimens made from titanium have been tested to collapse: the two specimens remaining of Batch 1 and one of Batch 2. The pressure was increased by approx. 10 MPa every 20 min. In Table 1 the expected collapse pressure, the experimentally deduced collapse pressure and their deviation are summarised. The first hemisphere tested of Batch 1 started buckling at approx. 6.2 MPa and collapsed at approx. 6.9 MPa (Fig. 12). The second hemisphere started buckling at approx. 6.0 MPa and collapsed at approx. 7.1 MPa. As mentioned before, wall thicknesses as thin as 0.38 mm have to be expected. The predicted buckling pressure (Eq. 1) for this wall thickness of 0.38 mm is 10.9 MPa. With the mass of the hemispheres (32.2 g and 32.0 g) a nominal weight to displacement ratio of approx. 0.36 is obtained. If the joint region is not taken into account a ratio of 0.24 is achieved. The expected ratio of a near-perfect sphere at a collapse pressure of 6 MPa is 0.11 (mass calculation via Eq. 1). However, the geometry of the hemispheres of Batch 1 was dented around the pole and therefore the comparison to a near-perfect sphere may be not appropriate.

The hemisphere of Batch 2 collapsed immediately at 29.8 MPa. Buckling could not be observed. Inspecting the remains of the sphere (Fig. 13) it is supposed that the FEM analysis predicted the failure region accurately. The failure load was underestimated. The yield strength of the material is already exceeded at a pressure of 23.9 MPa in the FEM analysis. However, as mentioned above, the dimensional accuracy varies and, as reported by Facchini et al. (2009), the yield strength might be better than that of the wrought material. The mass of the hemisphere with flange was 64.4 g, leading to a weight to displacement ratio of 0.57. Not taking the flange and the transition region with a mass of approx. 41 g into account, a weight to displacement ratio of 0.27 is obtained. The expected ratio (mass calculation via Eq. 2) of the not stiffened perfect sphere is 0.24. As noted above, the run-out of the transition region from flange to shell forms a predetermined breaking zone. This major design failure inhibited an even better performance of the stiffened hemisphere.

![Fig. 12. Collapsed hemisphere of Batch 1.](image)

![Fig. 13. Collapsed hemisphere of Batch 2.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Expected collapse pressure in MPa</th>
<th>Collapse pressure in MPa</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch 1</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 1</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 2</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>−25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ceramic hemisphere was tested up to 35 MPa without collapse. The test was stopped, since the camera housing was designed to withstand only 30 MPa with a safety factor of 1.5. Even though the pressure applied was just one seventh of the calculated collapse pressure and the weight to displacement ratio was 0.80 and therefore not competitive, the test is to be rated as a success. It was possible to show that 3D printed ceramic hemispheres made of SiSiC can be used for this kind of high pressure applications.

4. Conclusion

The investigations demonstrate that it is possible to build pressure housings in an additive manufacturing process. Although the number of tested specimens is too small to allow statements about the reliability of the housings and of the manufacturing process, nevertheless the test is apt to demonstrate that housings can be produced which feature a promising performance.

The work with AM machines bears new challenges, since the manufacturing process and the materials used are subjects of research themselves. Since the dimensional accuracy and the surface finish achieved are predetermined by the AM process, the need arises to develop design criteria for reliable pressure housings which will suit the AM process. The benefit might be a far enhanced design freedom.

With the ability to realise extraordinary geometries made from a graded material with mechanical properties tailored to the occurring loads, a new kind of pressure housings with an enhanced weight to displacement ratio could be the future.
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